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In accordance with the verbal request of Uy, Melvin @isenberg 

of The President's Commission and with prior approval, SAs Henry B. Heiberge: 

and John F. Gallagher wet with Mr, Hisenberg on 3/26/64, to discuss spectro~= 

graphic examinavions conducted on materials ralating to the assassination of = 

President Kennedy. . [ 
| | . x 

SA Heiberger discussed the spectrographioc comparison examinations - 

abich ha conducted in the Laboratory. SA Heiberger advised that the Jwad \ 

alloy of the bullet recoverad from the attempted shooting of General Walker 

yag different from the lead alloy of a large bullet fragment recovered tru 

the car iu woich Piesident Kennedy vas shot. SA Galagher advised y 

“tr, Eisenberg the spectrographic examinaticus of the bullet fragments Nest 

recovered from the sound in President Kennedy's head and from the veblcle ob 

ln which Presideut Kennedy yas riding at the time of his assassination were-' r 

composed of the same chemical elements. [} i 

As reported in my memorandum cf March 17, 1964 (Jevons. to Conzad, 

] £E HARVEY OSWALD, IS = R), SA Gallagher discussed with Mr, Eisenberg the . 

neutron activation analyscs of the pavaffin casts from Oswald. This ve 

Ftechnique you will recall revealed deposits on the casts characteristic 

& of powder residues, Honever, it was not’possible to distinguish tho powder. 

cesidues of the rifle cartridges from the powder residuzs of the revolver — 

tl castricges. It was in coonection with this examination that kr. Eisenberg 

‘then discussed with SA Gallagher a letter of Dr. Paul C. Aebersold, Director, 

‘4 dvision of Isotopes Development, Atomic Energy Commission, to ; 

\esistant Attornoy General.Herbert J. Niilier, shich was dated December li, 

4963, and subsequently forwarded to The Commission, He read s:om this 

Letter tue following: 
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Memorandum to Mr. Conrad 

nes ASSASSINATION OF | 

PRESIDENT .TOHN F. KENNEDY,. i geese : 

11/22/63, DALIAS, TEXAS ; 

G62=-109060 

we would hopa soon to have nore details 

on whether the method (neutron rctlivation 

avalyses) will give useful information to 

distinguish between smoke ceposits from 

revolvers and those from riflese-by meas | 

of their distribution on the body of tho | 
person firing them and by the levels of 

‘antimony: and barium (and perhaps other 

‘ elements) Repgetted.® 

Mr « Eisenberg chon asked if more detailed background 

was available at this date. It was pointed out by SA Gallagher 

that Dr. Aebersold's letter was weitven prior to the actual 

activation analyses examinations o% Oswald's casts No elements’ 

were found during tnese tests to distinguish between rifle and. 

revolver deposits. Mr. Gallagher further pointed ou® that the | | ime 

data in the present instance were further’ complicate d by Oswald's 

firing of the revolver subsequent to the fi ring of the rifle and 

by the fact that the casts have been chenically treated and wasned 

prior to receint for neutron activation analyses. Nothing has 

come to our attcntion ond to our knowledg?2 nothing has been done 

subsequent to these cxaminatioas wiich would assist further in the 

interpretation of tne data obtained from. the apna at7On ana EYASS 

of the paraffin casts from Oswald, 

ACTION; None, for information. 
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